EXCLUSIVELY ON IFLIX – CHANNEL ZERO: THE DREAM DOOR
SYFY’s Acclaimed Horror Anthology

BANGKOK – October 26, 2018 – Halloween’s about to get a lot spookier on iflix with the
addition of the fourth instalment of Channel Zero’s critically acclaimed horror anthology - The
Dream Door – direct from the U.S.
Channel Zero: The Dream Door is set to continue the anthology series’ reign of terror
beginning with the premiere on October 27 on iflixVIP, followed by one new episode dropping
daily, culminating with the finale on Halloween night (October 31). New customers can watch
Channel Zero: The Dream Door during their 30 day iflixVIP trial period, while existing iflixFREE
users can upgrade for a very low fee of 100baht per month.
Each instalment of the series draws inspiration from a different “creepypasta” (user-generated
horror stories published online). Based on the “creepypasta” short story “Hidden Door” by
Charlotte Bywater, Channel Zero: The Dream Door follows newlyweds Jillian and Tom, who
have each brought secrets into their marriage. When they discover a strange door in their
basement, those secrets start to threaten their relationship...and their lives.
Watch the trailer for Channel Zero: The Dream Door at https://youtu.be/NN8tWuA0gLo
“We are thrilled to introduce another direct from the U.S. exclusive, and one as well-loved as
Channel Zero. iflix now has more than 1.1 million people on the platform and we remain
committed to our dream to bring the very best in global entertainment to our users; staying
true to our vision to redefine television for one billion people by putting the entertainment they
want in their hands – 24/7,” said Artima Suraphongchai, Country Manager for iflix Thailand.
Channel Zero: The Dream Door is produced by Universal Cable Productions and stars
Brandon Scott (Grey’s Anatomy) as Tom Hodgson, Maria Sten (Swamp Thing) as Jillian
Hodgson, Steven Roberston (Elementary) as Ian, Steven Weber (Wings) as Abel Carnacki,
and scream queen Barbara Crampton (Re-Animator, Chopping Mall) as Vanessa Moss.
Creator Nick Antosca returns as executive producer, showrunner and writer for the fourth
instalment with director Evan Katz (Small Crimes, Cheap Thrills), who will also executive
produce. Previous seasons of the series include Channel Zero: Candle Cove, Channel Zero:
No-End House, and Channel Zero: Butcher’s Block – all available on iflixVIP.

Now available to over one billion consumers throughout Asia, the Middle East and Africa, iflix
has established itself as the clear market leader in video streaming. Offering consumers a vast
library of top Hollywood, regional, and local TV shows and movies, including many first run
exclusives and award-winning programs, and now news, each subscription allows users to
access the services on up to five devices, including phones, laptops, tablets, and television
sets, for viewing wherever, whenever.
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